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Universities will suffer if tax dies
by Don Wittekind
EDITOR IN CHIEF

•

UCF President Trevor Colbourn said Thursday
that if carried out, Governor Martinez's decision to
repeal the service tax and offer no replacement of the
funds would entail a $4.1 million budget shortage for
the university.
According to Colbourn,. that $4.1 million would
represent a 7.2 percent decrease in the $56.6 million
general revenue funding UCF was to receive from the
state, or 3.6 perc_ent cut in the school's overall
budget.
Dean McFall, UCF's director of Public Affairs,
said, "The main problem is that part of the year has
already gone by, so it (the $4.1 million) will be cut
from a smaller budget and will have an accelerator
effect."UCFhas already spent about 70percentofthe
money budgeted, meaning the $4.1 million will be cut
from the remaining funds.
Colbourn added, "If this cut had been told to us in
the beginning of the year, we could have worked
something out. But now the whole state University
system is in serious trouble."
In a news conference held Thursday, Colboum
attempted to illustrate the damage that a $4.1 million shortage could cause.
According to Colbourn:
• A $4.1 million reduction is equivalent to the
entire annual faculty payroll of the College of Engineering.
• $4.1 is sufficient to cover every expense which
our College of Education anticipates this year including salaries. And there would be enough left
overfo buy all of the scientific-equipment the university has budgeted for the year.
• $4.1 million equals the average annual pay of
better then one-quarter of UCF's full-time teaching
faculty.
According to McFall, definite cutbacks would have
to be made. "One obvious cut would be in adjunct or

a

Estimated amount that would be
lost if ser~i~e tax were repealed
In Million"S
of Dollar§

State

Universities

University of Florida
University of South Florida
Florida Stat~ University
Florida International University
University of Central Florida
Florida Atlantic University
Florida A&M University
University of West Florida
University of North Florida

$23.4

11.2
9.0
4.7
4.1
3.5
2.9
2.0
1.6

part-time faculty," he said. "These are contracts that
haven't been finalized yet."
McFall added that such cuts would in turn cut
course offerings drastically.
.
However, educator's may not have as much reason
.to worry as they think they do. Statements from

House Speaker Jon Mills and Senate President John
Vogt suggest that lawmakers ar e unwilling to repeal
the services tax without some guarantee of replacing
the lost revenue.
SEE TAX PAGE 3

Missing copy machin·e f und
cqrrying on business in CEBA
by Doris.Pfister
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Joe Weinstein/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

PASS 'EM BY .
UCF quarterback Darin Slack(# 11) threw for 322 yards and three touchdowns
as the Knights rolled over Elon College, 34-10. Saturday night.

Three students, apparently unhappy with the copying facilities in
CEBA, tried to improve their situation
by "borrowing" a copy machine from
the Biology Building.
But they didn't tell any one they
were borrowing the machine.
A complaint was filed with the the
Copier Services Department about an
inadequate copy system in CEBA But
when the grievance went unrecognized, some students "got fed up and
decided to take things into their own
hands," suggested Captain James
DePuy, deputy director of UCF Public
Safety and Police.
Witnesses in the first floor hallway
of the Biology Building were not
alarmed when the men removed the
copier with the attached card account

meter on Sept. 11.
"They probably assumed that the
suspects were from the copy company
and never gave the incident a second
thought because it took place in broad
daylight," said Sergeant Jam es Meeks,
the officer assigned to the case.
The missing copy machine was recovered Sept. 15 when Copier Services
received a complaint that a copier on
the ground floor of the CEBA building
was broken. The department realized
it did not maintain a copier on that floor
of CEBA, serial numbers were checked,
and_the copy machine was found.
The case is still under investigation
and Meeks said he h'as a good description of the thieves.
Because the thieves were not caught
at the time of the incident, the charges
have been reduced to criminal mischief, and the incident will be handled
as an administration-type problem,
according to Meeks.
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• The Knights beat Elon
and are looking to continue climbing the national polls. Total game
story including player
statistics.

• The possible repealing of the sales tax on
services is t)ot news on
campus. The Governor
and President Colbourn
speak out.
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sumers give up in times of recession.
Dean McFall, director of Public Affairs at
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
UCF, said: "The problem is that during a recession, while the money in the state's budget is
Gov. Bob Martinez, under immense public going down, people enroll in colleg~ in greater
pressure, is calling fQr the repeal of the new numbers to improve their technical skills and
state sales tax on services, but there are others, that is UCF's reason for needing the funding
like UCF ~resident Trevor Colbourn, who say the tax would provide. Florida itself is also one
the tax is necessary.
of the fastest-growing states in the U.S.-in
Colboum feels that the repeal of the service good times or bad. · Where will the education or
tax "will be a cata~trophe for education if fund- the money to take care of new inhabitants come ·
ing promised (from the new law) is not re- from?"
placed."
The idea to have a better way to fund
Colboum feels that people did not under- Florida's needs began early in Martinez's purstand the service tax. He said, "People don't suit of the governorship.
seem to know where the money was to go to,
Martinez promised to sa-ve $800 million
what was to be taxed, or what would happen if from Florida's budget and he saw two ways to
it was repealed."
·
accomplish this.
The amount of money the new tax would
Martinez wrote on June 14: "We could either
raise was projected to be $777 million during raise the existing 5 percent sales tax, which
the 1987-88 fiscal year, and more than $1.2 could provide a great deal of money for a relabillion the following year.
tively short time, or we could modernize
_The revenue generated was to be used to Florida's existing sales tax tQ cover many servfinance education, build more roads, provide a ices that had previously enjoyed exemptions.
top-notch health care system, relieve prison This option would broaden the state's revenue
overcrowding and clean up polluted waterways. base for years and spread the tax burden to
Martinez said in a special story he wrote for businesses that benefit from the growth that
The Orlando Sentinel on June 14; "I believe made the change necessary.
people are willing to make a small sacrifice and
"Legislators held firm and expanded the
we have began this year to make certain that sales taX to services, granting exemptions only .
their sacrifice produces the Florida they want." tc,i medical and social services, agricultural
Martinez said that Florida's tax base is sub- services and a few others necessary to protect
ject to exaggerated ups and downs because the public," he said.
Florida relies too heavily on the sales tax on
durable goods, such as automobiles, that conSEE SERVICE PAGE 5
by Keith Porter

•The operating and equipment
budgets for UCF's 5 colleges of Arts
& Sciences, Business Administration, Education, Engineering, and
Health, or_....-q~..,...__,~~
, •The entire annual faculty
payroll of the College of
Engineering, or
•The College of Education's
total budget, with enough
remaining to buy all of the
scientific equ ipnient the ent'ire
University plans to purchase this
year, or

-----....

•Nearly 3-1/2 times the current annual allocation for
purchasing books, journals,
and material for the UCF
Library
SOURCE: UCF Public Affairs

Lesl!e Jorgensen/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Chancellor-Charles Reed: ·in·defense of education ·
Remarks in part made Sept. 15 by
Chancellor Charles B. Reed before the
Florida House of Representatives'
Committee on Appropriations. · Reed
speaks of what action the state university system will have to take if services
tax funding is to be cut.
Let me tell you how we would have to
proceed to make our choices. We would
notify the presidents of the nine state
universities that they would have to
help us take $62 million out of our
budget. If you made the cut effective
immediately, out of this year's budget,
we would have to implement the cut at
mid-year, magnifying the negative
impacts.
We would give our presidents some
guidelines. We would tell them to do
two things:
1) Identify those activities which are
central to keeping our .universities

TAX
FROM PAGE 1

Colhoum, however, said he
is not convinced. "It is still

open in all nine locations.
2) Identify those activities whic:ta.,
although they are central to the goal of
becoming a great university system,
are not absolutely essential to the
mission of simply keeping our institutions open.
We believe that you can't have a first
rate economy without a first-rate university system. And we're making significant progress-with your help-in
becoming a fiist-rate system.
We are the fifth largest system in the
country, but we have the fourth largest
number of National Merit Scholars.
Our research faculfy are distinguishing themselves in every discipline. We have become better able to
attract top-ranking faculty through
out our Eminent Scholar program. One
of our institutions this year has attracted two Nobel Laureates to join its

entirely possible that the tax
might be repealed, and if no
adequate replacement funding is found, the whole state
could be in trouble."
Colboum pointed out that

faculty.
We are building in our economy,
both by creating·new knowledge that
leads to new businesses~ but also by
training highly ~killed professionals
and managers for our future economy
I believe we are walking on the right
road, and in the right direction. What
some are talkirig about is changing
direction by 180 degrees.
So, reluctantly, if you decide that
Florida is going to retreat from our goal
of excellence, both in our economy and
in our universities, I would have to tell
our nine university presidents my preliminary thoughts on how we would do
the job of cutting $62 million out of our
operations.
There are two obvious things that
would have to happen. We would have
. to r~duce our faculty, either through
layoffs or attrition, or both. And we

would have to recommend to you a
large increase in tuition. Those are the
only tools by which we could manage a
cut of these proportions.
·There is another way to go about this
task: by looking at our system priori-ties.
As the members of this committee
know well, we have three priorities.
The first is improving the quality of
undergraduate education, the second
is targeting graduation research and
instruction to critical state needs such
as economic development, and the
third is forging public-private partnerships.
In the first priority area, I would
have to changed that to read: "provid•
ing some level undergraduate education at all nine institutions.." We might

he does not feel the danger is tern) right in the middle of it. n·
On the other hand, Colimmediate. "I don't think this
is going to be settled in the next bourn remains slow to criticize
three days, but something is the GOvernor. "He's not the
going to happen eventually first person to act this way' n he
and we're (the university sys- said., "Campaigning can be
very ditferent from the realities of running things."
Colbourn added that Martinez has taken a great deal of
he~t from his own party be- ·
cause he promised reform and
then passed the service tax,
which Colbourn called a "very
significant new tax to meet
state needs."
·
Colboum's solution to the
problem? "There are no simple
answers to this one. The easiest alternative would be a
penny increase in the sales
tax. That would hold you over
for a year and a half or so. The
problem is that Florida is a
growing state without an
adequate tax base to meet that
growth.
We could always increase
the sales tax again and again,

SEE CHANCEILOR PAGE 5

but that kind of tax tends to be
harder on the poor. The tax on
services is not totally evenhanded either. butit'sfairerto
the poor who don't spend much
on attorneys, accountants,
etc."
All things considered, Colbourn said he remains concerned about the future of the
university system. "The potential problem is real and very
large and it is not going to go
away. Whether we find a $4.1
million cut next week or not... I
don't know. But we can't ignore it. There ·i s unquestionably going to be action, and
there will unquestionably be
damage.

Editor's note: Full statem.ents from both UCF President Trevor Colbourn and
Governor Bob Martinez can be
found in this issue's special
Opinion section located on
page 8.
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Thursday ·Sept. 24
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9:00 p.tn.
9:00 p.tn.

Be a Zenith Data Systems
Campus Rep ..·.
It beats·being broke!
Now you can earn a FREE
Zenith Data Systems PC,
and ·even earn money...

·-All y9u have to do to become a ZDS Representative. With
the help of your Educational Account Representative, we'll
train you and give you valuable sales experience.
And, once you've sold 50 Zenith Data Systems PC's, we'll
give you one of your own --- absolutely FREE! Plus, you'll
be able to start earning money for every sale you make.
You'll be selling some of the hottest PC's on the market...
while acquiring some priceless business savvy.
~~

•

It's a deal you can't beat. See below to find out more.

Michael Ragsdale
Education Account
Representative
Zeni~h Data Systems
__
(40_4_)4_46_-6_1_10_·______

..

__.~"''s ~;:ferns
THE QUAU1Y GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON ~

© 1987, Zenith Data Systems
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Vintage

Clot11~ng

Company

- Men & Women's Clothing
from the 1890's to the 1960's

l

Martinez added: "It wasn't
easy for them and wasn't popular. But it was right."
The date the new law went
into effect was July 1, but
·those groups determined to
defeat the measure had only
begun an assault.
A massive advertising
strategy was undertaken to
influence the outcome of the
battle. The campaign included
30-second commercials by
advertfsers saying that the
commercial was their protest
of the tax law on services,
which included advertising.
The statement was then followed by absolute silence.
Readers of national magazmes found blank pages stating these were spots that advertisements normally would
be in, but would not be run in.
protest of Martinez's actions.
New services that were
taxed included advertising,
construction, most legal services, pest control, consulting
services, magazine subscriptions, newspaper home delivery, services provided by
health spas, admission to col. !

•

Ifonly typewriters let you pr~olread your

work before they printed it on the page.
.

What a mess!
You've just proofread your term paper
and it's got typos, spelling errors and
misplaced paragraphs.
Now, you can't hand in a paper like this.
So no matter how tired you are, you've
got to retype the entire thing.
That is, unless you typed it on
a Videowriter.~
The Videowriter solves all
your typing problems.
Take the most obvious one:
typos.
On an ordinary typewriter
it 1A'.ould mean a bottle of¥.!#At:~,.
white-out and a frus- ,:,:;,.:· {
·
trating rnterruption. . :)V
.

j~~ ~~::;;~~~~

-- ~w

it
mg the key marked delete. That s · %:':'~k::=:=: ..
all. Because you type your work on a %ili~·ih
screen before you print it on a page.
·
·#;:=?;-<..
It edits.
{'
And how about those bigger problems
~::=
like wanting to rearrange paragraphs?
On an ordinary typewriter you have to "cut and
paste" them.
_
On a Videowriter you only have to press the key
marked "move" and then indicate the area you want
it moved to. It's that simple.
It spells.
What happens when you'r~ typing and you come
to a word you can't spell?
On an ordinary typewriter you have to stop typing,
find a dictionary and look it up.
Not so on a Videowriter. Spelling problems can be
corrected simply by pressing the key marked "spell."
It counts words."
If you've ever had a teacher tell you to write a
thousand word essay, you know what a pain it is
trying to count your words.
On an ordinary typewriter you have to do it with
·your finger.
But on a Videowriter you can press a mere two
H

H

·

'

buttons and it does the counting for you.
It makes multiple copies.
.
From time to time you want a copy of
what you've typed, right?
Well, if you use a Videowriter you won't
have to go to the school library to look
for a copier machine.
All you'll have to look for is the
button marked "print:' Press it
and the Videowriter will make · ·
another original.
And because your work js auto- ,
matically stored on a standard
31h" floppy disk, you can
J."'i,. ... ;•--1-"00fo-. make those copies
·~;:i.~:t,, whenever you
·:::=:::t. want.
, ·:?'«"." ·•X•:;:::;

· ....h obviously does

a lot more than type.
because the word processing features just go on and on.
What's more, we sell the Videowriter®Word
Processor for around the price of a good electronic
typewriter.
And that's quite a bargain when you consider
the amount of time it'll save you. Time you can
spend doing the work for your other classes.
You would do that, wouldn't"you?
:,)i

-~~That's

C HU57 N A P Cunwm' r Ele'C'lrurun Corp. A Nut1t'I Amt'f1nn

Ph1l 1p~

<'ompa11)'

Yide<iwrite r-9 is a registered trademark of North American Philips Consumer Electronics Corp.

MAGNAVOX
Smart.Very smart.

lege football games, plays and
museums.
Exemptions from the tax
included food and medical
care, barbers and beauticians,
trucking, cashing business
checks, interest on a savings or
checking account and nonprofit organizations.
On Aug. 25, Martinez was
quoted as saying, "We were not
wrong, this is a great tax for
the people of Florida."
However, on Friday Martinez changed his position at a
special press conference in
Tallahassee.
He said: "There were a lot of
good reasons to extend the tax
to services. But the fact remains that I put the cart before
the horse, and, when I did, I
made a mistake. That mistake
has cost me the confidence of
the people of Florida."
Martinez's own political
strategist, Mike Stipanovich,
said, "People think that he
deceived them."
But Stipanovich believes
that Martinez did the right
thing and · will recover his
standing with the voters of
Florida, as well as balancing
the budget "if he's given the
tools .to use.~

CHANCELLOR
FROM PAGE3

reduce the enhancements to
· undergraduate education
which you have fought for over
the years. A key element of
that strategy is money to reduce class size, especially in
lower division English, mathematics and foreign language
.classes.
The second priority has
been targeting our graduation
instruction and research programs to solve critical problems-especially high technology economic development.
This is extremely desirablebut not central to keeping our
universities open. We would
pay a terrible price in terms.of
our future if we cut research
funding, but we would at least
be keeping our universities
open if we cut research funding, but we would at least be
keeping our universities open
if we absorbed some cuts in
this area. We would sink in
terms of prestige, national
visibility and attractiveness in
· recruiting top faculty. But we
could stay open.
We're investing $6.5 million
in the Comprehensive University Presence Plan in Southeast Florida.
We're spending $10 million
a year each on the teaching
hospitals at the University of
Florida and the University of
South Florida. We spend another $10 million a year to
support medical students at
the University ofMiami medical school.
Some of the fallout I would
expect in this area is that our
application for the superconducting supercollider would no
longer be credible. Our efforts
to win the Sematech computer
chip research center for
Tampa would be jeopardized.
And our efforts to earn a National Science Foundation
designation for our biotechnology center at the University of
- Florida would be damaged.
Our third area is forging
SEE CHANCELLOR PAGE 7
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''BOW I MADE 818,000
FOR COLLEGE
.
.BY WORKING WEEKENDS."
As soon as I finished Advanced
Training_
, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. Then, under the New
GI Bill, I'm getting another $5,000 for
tuition and books.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard. ·
·
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back-up tb
$1,500 a year, plus interest
It all adds up to $18,000-or more
-for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
. When rriy friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hainburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year;
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
. Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
.
They're the people who help our ·
state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also an
important part of olir country's-military
defense. ·
So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-6.38-7600,* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
*In Ha~aii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Cr01x): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska. consult your local
phone directory.
re' 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.
·
-

r--------------------,
MAIL TO: Army National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015
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0 M 0 F

US CITIZEN . 0 YES 0 NO

BIRTH DATE

OCCUPATION
STUDENT 0 HIGH SCHOOL 0 COLLEGE
PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE 0 YES 0 NO
BRANCH
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AFM/MOS
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The eaZy pc~M .
It's almost ·as easy
as turning on your 11l

•

Zenith Data Systems Introduces the eazy pc'"
... now available at great student prices
You want easy to operate? You've got it! Because
with the eaZ.y pc'", all you have to do is plug the
system in ... just like a TV. Once you turn it on, it
tells you exactly what to do, in plain English thanks to Microsoft's«> MS-DOS Manager.
You'll be up and running within minutes after
opening the box. So you can do your homework.
Term papers. Research. And more. All with an
ease you've never before experienced.
Your coursework is difficult enough. So don't
hassle yourself with a complicated PC. Turn on to
the eaZy pc '" from Zenith Data Systems today!
PLUS - the eaZy pc '" offers you all this ..•
• A 14" monochrome monitor attached to a tilt
swivel base.
• PC-compatibility .. . runs virtually all important
MS-DOS software.
• 512K RAM ... more than enough to handle your
coursework.

• Compact, high-capacity 3%" 720K disk drives.
• A complete personal computer system at a
great price . .. so it's easy on your budget, tool
HZy pc Slngle Floppy Drive
Our Price Only:

Dual Floppy Dtlve
Our Price Only:

$599.00 $699.00 $999.00
Make It easy on yourself with the eaZy pc · ~
Find out more below:

SEMINOLE COMPUTER INC.

98 W. Broadway
Oviedo, FL 32765
(305) 365-8633
-

Special pricing offer good only on purchases through Zenith contact(s) listed
above by students. faculty and staff for
their own use. No other discounts apply.
Prices subjectto change without notice.

>•''NI systems
data
lliE OUAUTY GOES IN BERlRE lliE NAME GOES ON •

© 1987. Zenith Data Systems

·

Form No . 1764

CHANCELLOR
FROM PAGES
public/private partnerships.
This would be more important
than ever, if the state share of
support declined. But I am not
optimistic that private giving
would increase if the state
walks away from its commitment to higher education in
Florida.
Our position would suddenly ~hange very much for
the worse. In every institution,
we would be forced to lay off
faculty, probably even those
with tenure. We would still not
make up the full shortfall,
however.
.
_
We would not literally close
any of our universities, but we
would close off access, in two
different ways.
First, we would not be able
to grow in enrollment, in a
. growth state. There won't be
room for all the students who
deserve a university education. They won't get the benefit
of such an education, and neither will Florida's future.
And second, we1l probably_
have to cut student financial
aid. You increased financial
aid from lottery funds this year
by $3 million.
One major negative impact
of this would be on deserving
minority students _who come
from low-income families. We
will do what is possible under
the circumstances, but you
need to know that a decision to

nues will have a devastating
impact on the educational potential of the black and Hispanic communities - particularly on the best and brightest
low-income minority stU:dents.
You will be closing the doors of
equal opportunity in their
faces.
Ifyou decide that we have to
absorb a cut of this magnitude,
one area where we could do it is
by diverting funds forin maintenance. The insured value of
the. buildings and property of
the university system is approximately $2.4 billion. We
could let it go for a few years, as
we have in the past. It's a bad
idea, I don't recommend it, but
if you repeal the tax and don't
replace the revenue, that's
where we'll be.
My personal feeling is that
you will stand up to these pressures. I don't believe you're
going to retreat. ·Because this
is not time to retreat - this is
a time to make progress.
As Chairman Ruffier men- •
tioned, we are in the middle of
a five-year plan. We need to
stay on track · - not tum
around and march backward.
Keep your eye on the goal.
Florida can afford a great university system, with a strong
liberal arts programs U, train
young people to think, with
strong research programs to
create new k nowledge. The
future is an information age,
and universities ar e where we
store, study, exchange and

Miss UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
SCHOLARSHIP p AGE ANT
A preliminary for Miss Ame~ca
•
Applications available for - preliminaries in
Student Center room 201 and the Main Desk.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT SUSAN BOULE AT 275-2070
PAC IS FUNDED THROUGH THE ACTIVITIES AND SERV1as FEES. AS ALLOCATED BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT OF THE UNIVERSl1Y OF CENTRAL FLORIDA.

lft/!!/flf#JftE ){~fA
CPS

/)lft. yt}!f~l
~~~

ro

I'M GOIN6
USE "EVERY
MUSCLE. AND 51KEVJ IO- MMMPt\flGHT YOU ON iUIS- OMMMPH- BORK
NOMINATION, J05f A5 SOON AS-U&H! GET
Of THIS CHAIR~

oor

When Gov. Bob Martinez campaigned for his position, he promised an end to rising taxation in Florida
along with overall budgetary reform for the state government.·
His ideas were popular and he was elected.
However, when Martinez took office, his views
changed. Not slightly, not moderately, but a complete
flip-flop.
Martinez advocated a new ta:X. He wanted a tax on
services. Like most taxes, this one was basically unpopular, and like most taxes, it passed.
So now we have a sales tax on services. Budgets
have been drawn, projections made ...
Suffice to say the state of Florida is operating as if
this tax is going to ~e around a while.
Oh, but this is Martinez we're dealing with here.
The same man who said, "We were not wrong. This
was a great tax for the people of Florida," has changed
his tune to, "We must repeal the tax on services, and
we must have budget reform, because we cannot
·
control spending without it." .
Fine. If the tax is wrong, we should certainly get
· rid of it. However, much like a politician even a bad
tax should get to serve its term.
Even bad tax, you ask? Yes. The reasons are
many, but let's take one close to home. The University
of Central Florida was budgeted an extra $4.1 million
as a result of the tax on services.
·
That turns around to mean that if this tax is
repealed, and no replacement funds are found, the
university would suffer a $4 million shortfall in its
budget.
·
· What could such a ~ut in budget cause in terms of
service to the students? At worst it would mean a
drastic drop in the number of teachers and classes
offered. This in turn would force a drop in enrollment.
Once again, at worst it could affect about 2,500
students who woUld not be allowed to attend this
university.
A best case scenario? That's tough, but a significant drop in the level of service that the university
provides would be expected in even the lightest of
cases.
And the problem stems even further. All of the
state universities would be affected. In fact, the cuts
would encompass virtually every aspect ofthe education system in Florida.
To take it out of our backyard; it would affect just
about every aspect of our state government.
And that's why even a bad tax should be allowed tO
serve out its term. The sales·tax on services may be
wrong, but for this year at least, people are counting
·on it.
Besides, this tax hasn't even had time to prove
itself. Give it a year. If it still isn't working, than get
rid of it and come up with sol!lething else.
But that's the key point, you have to come up with
something else. Our state-and yes, our educational
system-may count on it.
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Funding must be found if tax repealled
Repeal of the sales tax on services, should it occur,
will again prove the proverb about free lunches.
Whatever relief some taxpayers may think they will
get will be paid for at ruinous cost to education in general and UCF in particular. Unless alternative
sources of revenue are discovered, quickly.
Florida, with one of the lowest per capita state tax
levels in the nation, is facing significant needs as a
result of rapid growth. Recognizfog the scope of such
needs, Gov. Martinez joined with the Legislature last
spring in passing a measure which exte~ded the 5
percent sales tax to a variety of services. They did so
because they realized that a simple increase in the
existing sales tax was..at best a short term fix since
that tax does not track our growth and a tax on
services more nearly does that.
Obviously the new tax is resented by many who
have to pay it. Organizations representing advertisers, realtors, accountants are among those angered.
Some insist no new taxes were needed and express
outrage that our new Governor supported new taires
after campaigning to reduce state expenditures by
some $800 million. Others, noting he entered the
Governor's mansion to discover a current shortfall of
$300 million, contend the Governor s~owed courage
and vision when he supported the new tax. But, faced
with polls showing 85 percent opposition, both the
Governor and some Legislators now argue for its
immediate repeal, apparently without any revenue
replacement.
.
Education-our schools, community colleges and
state universities-are caught squarely in the
middle of this controversy. UCF already has eE!tablished a budget built upon dollars that the services
tax is expected to provide during this academic year.
If the repeal Without replacement movement prevails, we estima~ that UCF will have to cut about
$4.1 million, or· 7.2 percent of the general revenue
appropriation. A' cut of this size, at this time, will
have consequences that go well b~yond deferring
improvements. As I reµiarked at a recent news con-

,,
ference, we would have to stop talking about UCFs
motto ofreachingforthe stars; instead we would have
to reach for a tin cup.
The entire campus community would be affected
by a cut of this magnitude. But, working in coordination with all the other state universities, we will seek
to minimize reduction in essential educational services. At this stage it is hard to conceive of a plan that
will not hurt educational quality. Personnel costs,
includingfaculty, adjunct and staff salaries, are the
largest UCF expenditures, accounting for more than
three-fourths of the budget. Cuts there, which would
seem unavoidable, would mean a reduction in student services, or an increase in class size, or a reduction in the number of Classes-perhaps all of the
above. Construction of new and needed facilities
would be stalled and future salary adjustments could
well be at risk. Most.serious could be the prospect of
a substantial cut in enrollment-from our current
17,000 to. as low as 14,500. Where would these students go? Many would be forced out of state, since the
community colleges face similar cuts too. Educational opportunity co':lld become history.
We are not crying "wolf!" We are looking at harsh
realities. The hour is late and.the stages are high. We
must stand,up and be counted. We must make ourselves heard. All of_us. As you are reading this the
Florida State Legislature is meeting in Tallahassee
in special session. Now is the time to contact the
Governor's Office and legislators. Support efforts to
maintain revenues at a level which enable the state
to meet its responsibilities and exploit its opportunities.
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Let's clean slate and start over
As a candidate for governor, I
promised the people of Florida I
would bring greater efficiency and
budget reform to state gov~rn
ment, and I said the money that
was saved would be used to meet
Florida's obvious public service
needs.
I also said that if Florida's needs
w·e re still unmet after I was sure
we were getting the most out of the
tax money we hay~, then I would go
to the people and ask them for
more-but only then.
When I arrived in Tallahassee,
the magnitude of our needs was
painfully obvious, and the sales

-

t ax exemptions for services were
expiring. Moreover, I had to send
an $18 billion budget to.the printer
just one month after I took office,
and there was precious little time
to even cure the $300 million deficit I was left with, much less
achieve significant budget reform.
So, I decided to support the
sales tax on services before tack-

ling budget reform. There were a
lot of good reasons for extending
the tax to services. But the fact remains, I put the cart before the
horse, and, when I did, I made a
mistake.
That mistake has cost me the
confidence of the people ofFlorida.
More importantly, it has severely
damaged the people's confidence
in government generally.
Government cannot exist without the confidence of the people.
Public confidence is more important than this tax or that tax, or

SEE MARTINEZ PAGE 9
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MARTINEZ

efficiency first and talking about more taxes last.
We must repeal the sales tax on services, and we
must have budget reform, because we cannot control spending without it.
this program or that program. It is what governAccordingly, I will ask tl~e Legislature in _the
ment in our country is all about.
upcoming special session to repeal the entire sales
And so we are here today in a situation where: tax on services.
•The people do not believe the sales tax on
Many already are suggesting that we should
services is fair.
pass some other tax to replace revenue. I do not
•The people do not believe the sales tax on argue the needs that Florida has, p~cularly in
services is needed, because they do not. believe we the light of its explosive growtb.
are effectively using the taxes we have now.
But before we get the cart before the horse again,
•In fact, it is probable that the people will ban I will ask that the Legislature mandate cost-savthe tax on services in the constitution unless we act ing, budget reform. This must be done so that we
.now.
can know exactly how much in replacement might
•The people even question the existence of our be needed and to assure the public that their money
public service needs.
will go for essential state services, not turkeys.
, In short, the sales tax on services has shaken
I discussed this with legislative leaders several
public policy in Florida to its very foundations. So, months ago. They were receptive to my suggeswe face a crisis that goes beyond the political tions. Since then, our staffs have been developing
fortunes of me or anyone else.
ideas for reforming our budgetary process. We
We cannot force upon the people of this state a need to put those ideas into law before we talk
tax they so strongly oppose. Mo:re importantly, we about more money.
must now work to re-earn the public's confidence in
I look forward to working with the Legislature in
our state government. That is the most important the upcoming session to accomplish this. This
issue facing us today.
matter is crucial to Florida's future; therefore, I
To do that, I believe we must tum away from the will not add other topics to the agenda for this sesclearly bankrupt policy of taxing today and prom- sion. ·
ising budget reform tomorrow.
Together, I believe the Legislature and I can
We must wipe the slate clean and begin again. create a framework that will assure our taxpayers
And this time, we have to do it right-by showing their money will not be wasted.
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If you have substantial income in
addition to your Social Security benefits,
some of your benefits may be taxable.
Contact the IRS for free Publication 915.

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

"SEX ON CAMPUS"
Nearly everyone at one time or anoth~r has had questions
about sex and the problems associated with sexually transmitted
diseases. Most of us, however, do not realize the real necessity of
keeping informed, and ·feel that finding the answers is often more
trouble than it's worth. Now there is a way to educate and enj9y
yourself at the same time FOR FREE.
On September 30, 1987 at 8 P.M. in the Student Center Auditorium, the College Satellite Network is proud to present "Sex On
Campus." Hosted by Hedding Carter, the 2-hour interactive program
features ~ell-known entertainers (including Mariel Hemmingway and
Al,exandri·a Paul), scientists, U.S. Surgeon General Everett Koop and
other health and elected officials in touch with over 550 college and
high school campuses across the country~ Three screens will be
available for viewing, and telephones will be supplied for you to have
your questions answered over the air. Sexually transmitted diseases
is only one of the subjects to be investigated throughout the evening.
So come out and join the growing number of people interested
in staying healthy, and see how we at UCF size up with the other
colleges "under the covers!"

BY DARIN BROWN

28 1 -5841
• 2nd Annual UCF Biathlon
Saturday, Oct. 3rd• Lake Claire• 2mi. run, 8 mi. bike & 2 mi. run

AT THE RACE:
Y-106, Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Tropicana Frozfrult, s·sa
Hundreds of great prizes will be given away throughout the
day, including the Grand Drawing of a 4 day, 3 night cruise
to the Bahamas!
Contestants may enter as individuals or in teams (Greek,
Media, CorPorate, Dorm or Independent). Entry forms are
available at the Health Resource Center. Avoid the rush;
sign up .now! -

-·
Alpha Epsilon Rho
Attention al RTV. film. journalism, and
communlcOtton majors. gain experience
by joining th9 national broadcasting society meet!~ Tuesdays 5:00 leamlng resources lecture room.

Della Gamma
Hey you Wiid Fraternity Men: It's that time
ogalnl so. get those SPEEDOS out of the
bock
the closet and get psyched for
Delta Gamma's 3rd annual Anchor
Sploshll

1ntervan11y Christian Fellowshlp
Wed!°)esday nights - Small group study
on the Gospel of Matthew Is now In progress. Everyone welcome! For more Info
contact Dan Justin at 273-205li.

Sigma Phi Epsllon
Pledge meeting Tues. 9:00 p.m. at HPB
359. Thanks to all that helped at the Clermont Triathlon! Congrats to the UCF Volleyball Team! Check the bulletin board for
upcoming events!
·

Attention Democrats:
Important.meeting of UCF College Democrats wHI be held Monday. 9/28. 7 p.m. In
SC 217. Everyone welcome: Free refreshments! Call Jenifer at 275-4414 or Helen at
2754395 for more Information.

Alpha Tau Omega
Good luck to our own Carl stephens In
AnchorSploshl
Footbon today-Dave says. -BRING rr INI.
LS meeting tonight at the house 9 p.m.

Does the Bible address today's Issues? Do
you hove questions about Christianity?
Everyone Is Invited to BCM's Bible Discussions In the SOL across from mailboxes at
12 noon Wednesdays ·we care about

of

Della Gamma
Attention: Calling all thrill seekers: Be In the
Wild Pizza Wednesday night at 7:30 to
witness a most entertaining eventl Come
see the best looking and most talented
fratemlty men that UCF has to offer while
they compete for the fftie of Mr. Anchor
splash! Don't miss ltll
·

Rm for rent kitchen prlv. privacy! 60 per
week. lf.2 utilltles, 327-0742.

$300.00 Security Depostt
NO APPLICATION FEE
Pool a Heated JacUlZI
2 & 3 bedrooms with 2 FULL BATHS washer/
dryer hook-ups. mlnl·btlnds storttng at
$465.00
UCF/Martin Area
student and Famlly Sections
Sussex Place
281-6393
Duplex for rent: 2bd 2ba, washer/dryer.
drapes $430/mo. plus deposit. Coll 2931908.

Zeta Tau Alpha
Thanks Am 1 AXA. and :EAE for the all
sorority picnic Sunday. We had a blast!

Kappa Sigma
Go to Wild Pizza at 8 p.m .. Wed and see
Brother Carr In action.
We ore going to wlnl
Kappa Sigma Kicks Buijl
DettaGamma
The countdown Is on! Only 3 days till Anchor Splash! Don't forget Mr. Anchor
Splash Contest Wednesday 8 p.m. at fhe
Wild Pizza. Dee Gees. 9lmost time to play
footboH. Contact Laura about the times.
Kathy is teaching all of us how to catch the
football this year. so don't miss practice.

JOBE WATER SKIS JOBE WATER SKISlll
Male to share nice 3bdrm 2bath home 5
ml from UCF. Fully fumlshed, all applfonces, HBO. phone. etc. $200/mo + l /3

~!:!~!~:~]!!~~!~ ~;1mt~i11!1i11111
running pick up packet at BSU SC Room
225 watch for dates of candidate forms
for more Info stop by or call the BSU @
x2450 or x282 l.

For rent. near UCF. Sussex Place 3 bdrms, 2
baths, $570 per month+ $300 deposit call
Mike 260-8618.

Hove 15mlnutesbeforeyour9:30TRclass?
A handicapped student needs some help
before clos's and will pay 5 bucks/hour.
Other times too. Coll Frlts after 4 p.m. at
628-5932.
Baby-sitter. Part-time of live In non-smoker.
must drive. car Is provided 657-2935 Tuscawilla & Red Bug Rd.

Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to flt schedule. Call 699-1636.

Many many- different kinds. Very unbelievably cheap. Most new, never used.
Call Soon to get very good deal. Call John
at 658-4652.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Welcome bock Knights! A. Able Typing Is
Introducing a frequent service program.
Save 20% by letting us do all your typing.
Join now and save. Call about details.
Quick professional service. UCF's oldest
typing service. Free revisions. Same day
and weekend services. Visa & Master
Card. Over 16.700 satisfied students and 4
grouches - 671-3002.
PROFE5.510NAL lYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional ··Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Professional Word Processing

*

ABORTION SEINICES. birth control information, pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening. low cost. confidential services and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

*

student Discount
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Winter Park - immed. off 1-4
TYPING. fast. accurate. reasonable. Close
to campus. Call Berny 282-4168.

STUDENT LOANS to $7500. No Credit. Insured Plan. Ortando 273-3263.
Financial aid for college Is available. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Coll 1-800-USA-1221
ext0627.
RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 Available!
Catalog $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho.
#206XT. Los Angeles 90025. Toll tree (800)
351-0222. Ex. 33. VISA/MC or COD

Yamaha RX-11 Digital rhythm box $500.00,
Ping-pong table, net, paddles + balls
$125.00, Indian Stalker compound bow+
arrows $70.00. Call eves 277-3835. Make
an offer.

ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health care.
Birth ContrQI Center 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue. Orlando

BROTHER Electronic Typewriter. self correcting. $85, 273-5595.

Cheap reliable ajrline tickets call 645-1858
evenings and week-ends.

Found: l /2 grown brown puppy on Rouse
Rd. Sunday (9/13/87) call 647-4890.

Anyone wanting to car pool from Daytona Beach to UCF please call Sharon
(904) 257-6900.

Get Help before too late. from an expert In
physics, calculus, algebra. trig. ·intro l /2
hr. no cost* 293-6664.

For information on how to place a cldssified adl
call Mike at The Central Florida Future. 275-2601
................, ,_.;...,.;.............;,.;.....;.;.,,:.,,.......:........................,:.;...;.....
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kinko•s®
Great copies. Great people.

12223 University Blvd.
(comer University & Alafaya Tr.)

127 W. Fairbanks
At PArk Ave.

658-9518

628-5255

•

Resumes and cover letters
Designed I Revised /Typed - 65H1J79

Read the Classi·t ieds in
the Shower
:~

•

Typing/word processing: Grad quality
work. editing. technical. 366-0538.

Pool home Winter Springs 4br 1.5 bath
landscpd, patio, cfons, car lot, fmlyrm
owner highly mtvd. low 60's 327-1049 ..

Non-smoking dog owner seeks same to
Govemment Homes from Sl .00 ·u Reshare my 3bdrm 2both home In Winter · pair". Also tax delinquent property call
Springs $275. references 695-8775 leave
805-644-9533 Ext. 160 for Info.
message.
'81 Tercel, 5 sp .. cold air, stereo cass ..
Female rmmt. executive home includes
tinted. mint (4pm-10pm) 352-7913.
furn . bedrm. laundry tv. kitchen famlly
room. $230.00 mth 679-8222.
Waterbed for sole - Queen size Includes:
3sets sheets. frame. pad mattress, heater.
5 minutes away from UCF-Room for rent
liner 677-0787.
150.00 a mo. No Smokers just partiers call
Rich at 277-5952.
Excellent VW 83 Rabbit Sspeed air stereo
PS 50K miles only $3500 OBO call IVAD 658Responsible male wanted to share 2
0976 leave message.
bedroom, 2 both townhouse in Fox Hunt
Lanes. Own bedroom. own bath, $170 a
Fpr sole Pink Floyd Tickets Oct 30 show call
month plus utilities. Call 249-0530 after 5:00
740-6753.
p.m. weekdays.

Good luck M' with your anchor splash on
Wednesday. Let's all go and support Eugene!

AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight Attendants.
TrovelAgents.Mechanlcs,CustomerServlce. Listings. Salaries to S50K. Entry level
positions. Call l-805-687-6000 Ext. A-4628.

Part time rental agent needed for small
apt. community. Please apply at 5951
Curry Ford Rd. #101

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
call 1-805-087-6000 ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.
Newly married Incoming MBA student
seeks affordable housing by Oct. 12 CALL:
(MD) 301-944-2279 after 8:00 p.m.

•

Alorna + 436 area. Private room + both
ovallable In apt. all 678-0125 fer more
details.

ltt~-t
has a
Tutorial Service
Program

•

.

•

•

Employment available for
tutors in all subjects.
For Application Stop By
Office
Building
, _______. Administration
Room 225
or ·call 275-2716

•
•
•
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A long road for junior Potts
•
Negr WAl-MART • In Algmo Shopping Center
Union Par!<

•

HAPPY HOUR 4:00 to 7:00 Every Day

$1.00 Longnecks & 50¢ Draft
TUESDAY
60 oz. Mugs $3. 75 ·
WEDNESDAY
$1.00 Imports (Corona - Grolsh excluded)

•

.
..
•

A FILM BY MARCO BELLOCCHIO
. BASE D 0 N TH E CLASSIC N 0 V EL TH AT S H 0 C K ED PAR IS.

.
"YOO CAN'T TAKE YOOR
EYES OFF MAROSCHKA
DETMERS, NOR WILL YOU
WANT 10. A DARKER AND
SOLTRIER VERSION OF
THE.YOUNG JANE FONDA,
SHE GIVES MARCO
BELLOCCHIO'S
RENDITION OF THE
FAMOOS RAYMOND
RADIGOET NOVEL A
SPELLBINDING EROTIC
CENTER."
-Stephen Schiff, VANITY FAIR

•

MARCO BELLOCCHIO'S
,

DEVIL IN THE FLESH
NOW PLAYING

® NO ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED

<>
C:>

AnOiGON Release
t51870r'°"Pctu1nC0tp
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EXCLUSIVE
ENQAGEMENT

CINll'LUC0LJION

•

even though partS of
my
AA (Associate of
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Arts degree) won't
transfer," said Potts,
Fittingly, the moment was marked by may- 20. "I think I'm gethem.
ting pretty well adWithin the usually serene and cozy confines justed."
of pre-game warm-ups came the notice that
After witnessing
silence was taking the night off. Volleyballs Potts through pracwhizzed about with no particular destination tices and early seawhile voices echoed wildly off the walls as two son games, Kingwas
volleyball teams prepared for a head-on colli- impressed with her
Marena Potts
sion.
versatility-a qualIt is the kind of chaos that Mru.-ena Potts has ity that will prove beneficial should an injury to
come to know best.
another key player occur.
The roster correctly lists the 5-10, outside
"We train players to play one specific position
hitter from Scotsdale, Az., as a junior, but the and there are few exceptions," said King.
label is a terrible oversight; it lacks the tale of "We've been practicing her in the outside and
her travels.
inside positions and if anything happens to our
Potts enrolled at Scotsdale Community Col- two seniors in the middle, she would be the best
lege as a freshman in 198t?. Her team went on to person to consider moving to that position.
win the junior college national championship,
"Marena has the qualities to adjust."
but the coach later resigned. UCF coach Lyn
King sites the Florida Eight Tournament
King, who first saw Potts at a national volley- Sept. 11-12 in Gainesville as the time she truly
ball .t ournament for junior college transfers in matched her expectations. "We felt she wasn't
Miami, learned that she wanted to enroll at a performing as well as she could have been," said
four-year school and offered her a scholarship. King. "We started to see it (in that tournaPotts declined, however, and took her talent ment)."
to Weber State College in Ogden, Utah. Again,
Potts, meanwhile, was named to the allshe was unhappy and contacted King about a
toumament team, but was a bit disappointed
possible transfer. You can probably guess the
with the team's fifth place finish. "I really
rest.
wanted to beat South Florida (UCFs first oppo"We had just lost our top recruit to another
nent) because I had a friend on the team," she
school and were very disappointed," said King.
said.
"When we heard from Marena we told her to do
But as the season progresses and the games
whatever it takes to get here."
mount,
Potts already has establjshed close
Weber State granted Potts a formal release,
friendships
on her own team and will be looking
preventing her from having to sit out a year as
to
get
settled
in.
required by NCAA rules. She started practice
"I wanted to come here in the first place, but
with UCF on Aug. 10 and appears to have found
a home, despite having problems with the things changed and I didn't," she said. "I'm glad .
I'm here."
transferring of credits.
.
"I'm getting more involved with my major
The feeling is obviously mutual.
by Paul Owers

""''' Pt1n 1,,,.,,.,,,

D D D
The Golden Rule Student Handbo·ok has your
rights and responsibilities clearly defined? These
include: Grade Appeal, the Di~ciplinary and .Teacher
~rievance Proceedures and many others. You may
pick up your copy at the Student Government reception desk, or in.the StudentAffairs Office inAdministra- ·
tion Room 218. If you have any questions regarding
these rights and responsibilities feel free to call:
..

Carla Schulz • Judicial Advisor
@X 2191
Ross,Wolf • Attorney General
-@X 2191

or

Student Gove.rnment. ..
Students Serving _Students

·2 0th Student Senate
Candidates:
The workshop/Retreat for all
new Senators will be held.Oct.
2nd-4th

. Attendance is mandatory, so please
make plans accordingly.
For more inf-orm.ationcontact:
Giovanni Mandato - Student
Body Vice-Presid.e n
@.x 2602 or
John White - Director
of V.P. Affairs
@X3136
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_Saturday the 26th starting at 5:30
at Orlando Stadium ·
•.Free to all UCF Students
•Free Bus rides to party and game
leaving the Student Center Parking Lot at 5:00
• SEE THURSDAY'S paper for more information

•

•

•

•
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•

. Would you gamble an arm .
and a leg for half a semester's tuition?
An arm or leg injury requiring hospitalization could mean well over ·
$1,000 in unexpected costs if you're without health insurance. UCF
Student Health Service provides no hospitalization or emergency
room benefits, and many parent plans discontinue coverage for
dependents at age 21. .

·~

But for less than one half of one semes~er's tuition - $22.92 per month
- a single student can obtain group coverage.worldwide from UCF
for up to $25,000 per illness or injury.
Protect yourself from unexpected losses that could cripple your
college career.

Compare
Coverage

Optional
UCF Health
Insurance

UCF
Health
Service

Your
Plan

('1)

( )

Outpatient

(../)

Hospitilization

(../)

( )

( )

Emergency
Coverage

(../)

( )

( )

Dependent
Coverage

(../)

( )

( )

•

•

,..
.

•

'\

Don't gamble an arm and leg on your education.

CALL: (800) 282-5635 . .
or (813) 821-7899

•
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Get hot
tips on

The CLAST ... .

crime
prevention!

·will you pass?

-·

• UCF GOLF CLASSIC
The 1987 UCF Golf Classic
will be held Friday at Metro
West Country Club, located off
of Kirkman Road in Orlando.
The 11th annual tournament, sponsored by the UCF
golf teams, will be a two-man
championship. Proceeds from
the event will benefit the
school's golf tea_ms.

Get help with

Getting Ready for the CLAST
Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics
The 1987 edition Includes Instruction and sample tests created
using the latest state CLAST specifications. You'll discover where
you need help and you'll get the help you need.
~
Ask for it at your bookstore.

•

L

Private • Commercial • Biennial Flight Review

$40 Introductory Flight

Self-Paced Curriculum

Call 658-8274 for more information

H&H Publishing Company, Inc.
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RESTAURANT

~ /\O . ~_,it
')

•

~-

-

914's

STUTTGART .MOTORS SHOP

758 S. Goldenrod Rd.
Pinar Plaza
' 281-7787

•

3951 Forsyth Rd. B-31
Winter Park, Florida
Ph. 305-657-1604

.•Clutch
•Brakes
•Tune-up
•·All Repairs

FROM PAGE 16

Honda,
Bugs, Vans,
Rabbit, Sirocco,
. Diesels, Audi

..:.:.==================================-i

Now itS e~-...-

-

•

JI

•

•

Sometimes it seems that seniors and grad students get a
lot of special treatment. Like getting the American Express~
Card pretty much hassle-free. Sure, they've proven themselves.
But you have too, or you wouldn't be reading this today. So
we're making some changes. Starting now, we're making it
easier than ever for you to become a Cardmember through
our Undergraduate Automatic Approval Offer.
The requirements are as simple as they get
just be enrolled full time in a four-year college
and have some form of income-be it from
a job, a grant, or from your folks. You
don't even need a credit history,
but if you have one, it must
be clean.
How's that for hasslefree! Of course, once you have
the American Express Card, it
gets even better. You can use it to
_buy everything from sweats to stereos, everywhere froID; campus to Cam- eroon. And those are just the basic.5. As
a Cardmember, you'll be entitled to a
world of benefits you can rely on.
So .look into our new automatic
approval offer. Call 1-800-THE-CARD and ask
for a student application. Or just pick up an
application on campus and study it. You'll find
you're bound to pass.

ll

-•
~ 1987

RegistrationwillbeginatlO
a.m.
A shotgun start is scheduled for 1 p.m. The $150 per
person entry fee includes
greens fees, cart, prizes, trophies, refreshments and
lunch. For more information,
contact golf coach Dale Wilson
at 275-2256 or event chairman
Dan Ruffier at 645-1777.

SUDER

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __L_:.:..___ _

•
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TRA\IEL

RBATED
SERVICES

American Express Tm·el Kela1ed Services Comp1nr. Inc.

the team helped her adjust to
college life better. ·
"When I came here I only
knew two players but the team
was real friendly and now I feel
like I have known them forever," Suder said. "It is like a
family, we would do anything
for each other."
Suder was recruited by several schools and narrowed her
decision to top-ranked North
Carolina, North Carolina
State; Barry and UCF. After
meeting Rudy at a national
camp, she picked UCF.
"The past few years I have
been interested in UCF,"
Suder said. "I wanted to play
for a major women's soccer program so it is a dream to play
here."
- Her dream almost turned
into a nightmare this summer
when she fractured a kneecap
playing soccer. When,r pre-season practice began, she was
just recovering from the injury. She played, but still
admits to some problems.
"It is still not as strong as it
was but it is improving," said
Suder. "But my biggest problem is mental because sometimes I think about re-injuring
it before I make a slide tackle."
· Despite the injury, the tran.sition from high school to college is easier than she thought.
The practices are tougher and
more strenuous, she says.
Suder also had to get over a
feeling of a we at the first prac.:
tice.
_
"At the first practice I was a
little intimidated and was not
sure if I was good enough to
play with this team," Suder
said. "I felt honored and privileged to play with players like
Michelle Akers and Amy Allmann. I was hoping I would
just get a chance to play."
She was _good enough. Not
only g9od enough to play, but
to start in the third game of the
season .
The Atlanta area has been a
hotbed for women's soccer.
Former UCF stars Jo Elien
Murchland and All-American·
Laura Drydan are two players
from that area. Now Suder is
the latest star from the "Atlanta Pipeline."
"She plays hard and is very
aggressive," said Rudy. "She is
very advanced for a freshman
and I think she is going to be
another great player from the
Atlanta area."

~
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As Part of the ''Tuesday Night
Live Band'' program,
PAC presents:

8.:30PM-ll:ooPM IN THE
TuESDA Y SEPTEMBER

•

•

SAC
22

11
I
Go-OF
THE NEW AGE

·-EASTERN MYSTICISM EXPOSED!Clive Thomas Show with Eddie Degand

WKIS 740 AM RADIO
9:00 A.M. :

GODS OF THE NEW AGE Film -: Part I

Mystic Power - DECEPTION
Lecturer: Eddie Degand

7:30 -P.M.

GODS OF THE NEW AGE
Film - Part II

..

7:30 P.M.

...

7:30 P.M.·

GODS OF THE NEW AGE shows us the alarming similarities between today's society and the Europe that brought forth Adolph Hitler's Third
Reich a generation ago. We discover the intentional evangelism of the west by eastern mystics and "New Age" visionaries, and begin to see
the one-world religion that is all too quickly emerging-- and fulfilling Biblical phrophecy in the most astounding detail!! .
~

GRACE AND TRUTH CHAPEL
~
~
UNONPARK

EAsr 1-fNV. liO

I ·

~

IR •

~

i
is;;
1111

~'
~

~

1830 Kamler Ave. Orlando
(Kamler Ave. is in the Union Parle area east of Dean Rd.
It runs north off of Highv.lay 50 just 8/10 of a mile west of Alafaya Tr.)

Phone: 851-3259 or 423-1616
TRULY ENLIGHTENING - BE TH~RE!!

••••••••••••••••••
•
•

Nursery
••
••
• Special Music •
•• Refreshments ••
••• No Admission •••
· : NO COLLECTIONS -:
•
•
••••••••••••••••••

•>
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REPORTERS

•

NEEDED!

SOCCER

Last year, 8th ranked UCF was kept off the
12
team NCAA tournament while 13th ranked
FROM PAGE 16
Call 275-2865 for more info. The Central
Cincinnati was the only team not ranked in the
Florida Future.
top 12 to receive a bid. Coincidentally, the Cin~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ B~dey d~n~~~min~sinto~~e - ~ili~~~t~k~dire~~han~~
when Sandy Carter headed a bounce pass fro~ was the chairman of the selection committee.
sophomore midfielder Alyson Barnes.
Despite UCF's win, Rudy said the selection
START THE SCHOOL YEAR RIGHT
The Lady Knights failed to tie the game on committee could still choose Cincinnati over
WITH EXF£Ul'IVE TRAINING NOW1
several other close plays in the closing minutes, UCF for this year's tournament.
We're looldngfor
and at 81 :00 minutes into the game, Berkeley
The Lady Knights opened the scoring at four
Engineering••• SdentUfc.••
put UCF away with an insurance goal.
minutes into the game on a goal from senior deNon-Techni.cal. •• Technical
Biefeld scored her second goal of the game fender Laurie Hayden. "Michelle [Akers] reNursing••• And PreMedica1
from 40 feet away after picking up a rebou.nd on ceived the ball, turned it, and played it back; I
&I.dents
calledforitback,andlshotitatthe18(thefront
a batted ball froin Allmann on a comer kick.
"I was too tired to make a run on the play," lineofthegoalkeeper'sbox)anditwentoverthe
To Begin With,
What.If I Don't Qualify
Biefeld said. "I was just standing there and the keeper's head."
.
you could be ellglblc to c:a.m a
For
A Scholarship?
. two-year Air Force Rare
me
and
I
scored."
Six
minutes
later,
the
Lady
Knights added to
ball
came
to
Not everyone qualifies for a
scholarship and a commlmlon aa a .
scholarship. If you don•t, you can
UCF
out-shot
Berkeley
15-9.
"All
of
our
their
lead
when
the
Cincinnati
defenders missecond lieutenant In the Unlt.ed
still compete for the Two-Year
S!Jltes Air Force
Program and receive $100 per
losses have been that way," Varas said. "We played a corner kick from junior forward
month while enrolled.
How?
dominate, we dominate, we dominate and then Danielle Thomas and knocked the ball into the
You must have two full yeara of
If
I Don't Apply Now,
undergraduate classes remain.Ing as
we get beat. We're just missing a key link, and net.
Thomas picked up her second assist 36
of August 1988.
W'ill I Have A Chance
don't
·know
what
it
is.
We
were
pounding
on
minutes
into the game when she took a pass
I
When Do I Apply?
Later?
their net in the second half, and we just didn't form Varas, beat a defender, and shot into the
It takes 8-10 roontha to process the
NOW! - for entry In August 1988.
application, so If you mlsll the
We are currently seeking young
finish our chances."
keeper. Carter picked up the rebound and put it
application pertod, It means you will
men and women majortng in
have to wait another full year to apply.
UCF 5, Cincinnati 1
away, giving UCF a 3-0 halftime lead.
non-technical. scientific.
technical, engineering, nursing or
Varas scored off a free kick to give UCF a 4The Lady Knights dominated· Cincinnati,
pre-medical fields, or those who •
What If rm Not Sure Of
qualify for pilot, navigator or
from
start
to
finish,
out-shooting
them
29-10.
0
lead
at 52 minutes into the game. Thomas
missile training. You must call
My Particular Situation,
Rudy made seven different changes in his then scored the Lady Knights.' last goal from the
(305) 275-2264 for an
But Am Interested?
appolnbnent to take the Air Force
lineu.p to shake up his team's attack. Rudy said rig}lt side facing the keeper after picking u.p a
· Contact captain Willis at (305)
Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQ1i.
275-2264. or stop by our offices at the
he was unsatisfied with the _play of veteran cross field pass from Carter. Freshman Leslie
When WW The Actual
University of Central Ftorlda Fine Arts
Building. Room 214 for more details - Selections Be Made? ·
defenders Golembiewski and Mary Schultz and Suder was also credited with an assist after
without obligation.
All categories will meet a
not to start either.
passing to a breaking Carter~
opted
selection board this litll and
winter.
Rudy played seriior forward Laurie Hayden
Cincinnati ruined the shutout at 62 minutes
at defense and started freshman defender Kit into the game when forward Leslie Harris
>
Conner. He also had forwards, Akers and Car- broke down the field by herself and scored from .
ter, attacking more than they had been.
20 yards out.

,.._________

Al_~-;:

•

Located In Cambridge Circle
(1 Mile South of UCF on Alafaya Trail}

•

FOR s·ALE BY OWNER : $48,475
Phone: Day• 239-4541 ext 3012
or Night· 345-9358

,

United Pa-r eel Service

Part-Time Positions Avail·abl·e
•
•

•

•

•
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United ..Parcel Service will _be ·
accepting applicati·ons for
pa~t-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour.
Please sign up fOr an interview·
appointment in the. Career Resource
Center: ADM Suite ··124. UPS is an .
equal opportunity ·employer.
Work shi'fts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 1J:00 p.m., Mondqy through Friday
workwee·k. 3·to -5 hours per day.:

Sp9rtsr-____,._.,...~®t•&,,__,_ _1.
Heyl.It's a heyday·for the Knights
by Paul Owers
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The dissection of a football game
gone moot has its distinct markings.
It is watching UCF tally two touchdowns in exactly 60 seconds of the first
quarter and wondering.if the only way
Elon made it onto the Knights' sched-·
ule was by typographical error. .
It is listening to a reporter trying to
figure if it is possible for Bernard Ford
to eclipse a career receptions record
with one night's work.
It is being on the receiving end of
UCF head coach Gene McDowell's ·
post-game smile and wondering if
somehow you could play football too.
Those were the images remaining
after a 34-10 pummeling ofNAIA Division I Elon College Saturday evening at
the Florida Citrus Bowl. The score may.
have suggested a dab of decency; the
on-field actions did not.
· Workingoutofano-huddle, shotgun
formation, the Knights scored on a 22yard pass from Darin Slack to Ford on
the Knights' third offensive play. Time
~
elapsed: 18 seconds.
"You don't eat up time when you
throw the ball," said McDowell . "We
scored quick."
The Knights were much less efficient on their second scoring drive,
taking all of 42 seconds before senior
tailback Robert Ector took the touchdown plunge with 10:34 remaining in
the first quarter. It was UCF's first
running play after eight consecutive
passes.
"We knew we could hurt them [by
passing]," Slack said. "Anytime you

Ford later broke the record with an 11yard reception at the end of the third
quarter and finished with 13 overall.
Spencer, meanwhile, set the record for
most yards gained by a wide receiver •
with 153.
"I didn't know [about the record],"
said Ford. "I was surprised. But with •
the record and the win, I'm very, very
satisfied."
Elon did manage some heroics as the
second quarter opened when junior
running back George Dixson br~ke
through the Knight defonse and scampered 36 yards for a touchdown. It
marked the 185th consecutive game in
which the Fightin' Christians had
scored. A field goal late in the period
ended any s~mblance of a threat. It was
Elon' s last score of the game.
The second half grew ordinary as
both teams played their own game of
ball control.' A 10-play drive early in the
quarter ended for the Knights on a
missed 27 -yard field goal while Elon
went 77 yards in 14 plays, only to be
stopped by senior Steve Webster's interception on third and goal.
Gil Barnes added a late touchdown
for UCF (2-0) to make the final official,
leaving players and coaches to celebrate and consider next week's game
Joe Weinstein/CENTRAL FLORIDA FllfURE
Tailback Robert Ector finds the open hole Saturday night against Elon. Ector with Eastern Kentucky.
rushed for 44 yards on nine carries and scored a touchdown.
"We'll have to come up with a separate game plan against Eastern Kenline up in that kind of formation, it throw with 3:26 left in the quarter. To tucky," said McDowell, whose team is
leaves one man (Ford) on the line- give UCF a 21-0 cushion.
certain to move up a notch in the latest
backer. That's what we wanted."
The first period ended with Ford rankings after the second-ranked 1
Ford and Amell Spencer split time totaling seven receptions and needing team, Texas A & I lost over the weekcatching Slack's offerings before just five more to break Ted Wilson's end. "It'll require our best effort to beat
Spencer grabbed a 27-yard touchdown single game mark of 11 set in 1985. them."

A mixed weekend for lady Knight soccer
when the Lady Knights finished
15-3-1. Last year's team
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
failed to make the 12 team
NCAA tournament.
The 17th-ranked Lady
"We really need to win the
Knights' soccer team hurt and rest of our games to make it to
enhanced their NCAA playoff the playoffs," coach Jim Rudy
chances over the weekend by said. "We also need for the
losing to 5th-ranked , Califor- teams that we've beaten to
nia-Berkeley 3-1, and then finish ranked."
beating 15th-ranked CincinBerkeley dominated the
nati, 5-1 at St. Claire field at first half against UCF taking a
UCF.
2-0 halftime lead. The Lady
UCF (2-4) has lost one more Knights' defense broke down
game than it did all last season on both goals.

by Scott Broden

"It was a lack of concentration, particularly in the fullbacks," Rudy said.
"I think we're just trying too
hard," junior fullback Ellie
Golembiewski said. "We're ·
being too tough and committing stupid fouls. J think we
also get down when we get
scored on."
The Lady Knights almost
took the early lead when junior
forward Michelle Akers
headed the ball wide on a pass
from senior forward Jean

Varas.
Minutes· later, Berkeley
broke with the ball and successfully scored on a header in
front of the net from midfielder
Cynthia Davis at nine minutes
into the game. Forward Kathy
Ridgewell picked up an assist.
Berkeley took a 2-0 lead at
24 minutes into the game
-when defender Denyse Garcia
dribbled the ball down the left
sideline and then passed the
ball to forward Joe Biefeld who
out-raced the UCF defenders

to the ball. Biefeld then shot
the ball over the reach of goalkeeper, Amy f\llmann.
UCF dominated the play of
the second half but could only
manage to swap goals with
Berkeley which played a tight
defense. Their aggressive defense caused them to commit ·
18 fouls to UCF's 6.
"Th~ir strength was in their
organized defense," Rudy said.
UC~ finally broke through the
SEE SOCCER PAGE 15

Suder the latest star to travel
down pipeline from Atlanta
.

.

by Chris Brady
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sept. 12, 1987, is a day that Leslie Suder will
probably remember for a while.
Suder, a freshman on UCF's women'&soccer
team, was preparing for a game against 19thranked Missouri-St. Louis. In the pre-game
meeting at the hotel, she learned that she would
receive her first starting assignment as a-collegian. tt.
"I was surprised and excited when coach
Rudy called my name in the starting lineup,"
said Suder. "I was a little nervous but I settled
down when I got on the field."
She· made the most of it. A defensive
midfielder, Suder scored her first goal as a
college athlete to give UCF a 2-0 lead. UCF won
the game 6-0 to add to the excitement.
Her ability to score as a defensive midfielder
is what attracted her to Coach Jim Rudy.
"She has nice skills for a defensive player,
which most players at that position do not
have," Rudy said: "She has the ability to come

.. .

forward from her position and score like she did
against Missouri- St. Louis, which is something
we are lacking at that position."
Suder spent a lot of time scoring at Walton
High School in Marietta, Ga. Although it is
unusual for a midfielder to consistently score,
she set a school record for most 'goals in a
season. She was a four-time MVP on the soccer
team even though it was not a sanctioned high
school sport until her junior year. The first two
years the team was a· club that played other
high school teams.
During the winter, Suder made a transition
frotl). dribbling soccer balls to dribbling basketballs, which she did with equal success. She was
named second team All-State and set school
records for most steals and assists in one game
as well as in a season. Her first love was soccer,
however, so the choice of which sport to pursue
in college was not difficult.
Outside of athletics, Suder enjoys writing
poetry, dancing and spending time with her
teammates. She feels the family atmosphere of
SEE SUDER PAGE 13

•
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Kurt Ackenhausen/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE •

Freshman Leslie Suder has settled in nicely with the Lady
Knights soccer team.

